accounts for both the broad range of information and the hefker (chaos) that seems to characterize the Internet.
Accessing the Internet
To access the Internet you need the following components:
1. Any computer. Contrary to popular belief, one does not have to have an IBM or a Macintosh. Even a simple Apple I le can be used as a starter computer. This machine will not display the graphics one can obtain with an IBM or a Macintosh, but it will work for text.
2.
A modem: the faster, the better.
3.
Telecommunications software capable of VT100 emulation. Most computers on the Internet accept VT100 emulation. VT100 emulation refers to the manner in which text appears on the screen. For display of Hebrew characters, VT320 emulation may be required. The documentation which comes with the telecommunications software should indicate whether these emulations are available. (Reflection4, a commercial software package produced by Walker Richer and Quinn of Seattle, may be purchased to display Hebrew characters.)
One should also use the telecommunications documentation to learn how to open the log or capture buffer. When invoked, this feature will allow you to save everything that scrolls by on the screen to a disk. You may then import that text into your word processor to read it. In this way, you will easily be able to print textual material that you may find on the Internet. Another feature with which you should familiarize yourself is how to download files with your software. This involves transferring files from your Internet account onto your own computer.
4. An account. For K-12 schools, accounts may be purchased through Internet providers such as PSI or Nysernet. In some cases local universities have agreed to serve as Internet gateways to area schools. Individuals who do not have access through their organizations may also purchase accounts. As of this writing, some commercial systems such as America Online do not offer the total range of Internet capabilities.
5. Usage agreement. This is particularly important in K-12 settings for two reasons. First, students must be advised that they are personally responsible for the maintenance and use of their accounts. Also, they should be warned not to give out information about themselves over the system. Second, parents must be advised of the range of material available on the Internet and of the fact that it is physically impossible to limit where students may roam on the system. In their wanderings students may encounter material that clashes with the school's or family's moral or religious beliefs.
6. Time to play, The learning curve on the Internet is very steep. To become comfortable in this sea of information, it is necessary to spend a great deal of time moving around in it. In this regard, maneuvering on the Internet shares much in common with learning to play the piano.
Major Internet Capabilities
What is available on the Internet that would prompt someone to spend time learning how to use it? The Internet comprises three major capabilities-electronic mail, telnet, and file transfer. Electronic mail refers to the sending and receiving of private and public messages. Telnetting is the ability to log on to a remote computer and use it as if you were sitting in front of it yourself. File transfer protocol describes a l two-way interaction with a remote computer in which you log on to the machine, take from it files that have been made available to the public, and download them onto your own computer. Let us now focus on each of these capabilities, offer some examples of each, as well as some ideas on how to use these resources in an educational setting.
Electronic Mail
Electronic mail or email offers users the attractive option of being able to communicate almost instantaneously with anyone in the world in either public or private mode for the price of a local phone call. Each account holder of an electronic mailbox has an address that looks like a three-or four-line envelope address,· but it is written all on one line. 
Listservs and Newsgroups
In addition to private messaging, the Internet has several thousand discussion groups or listservs focused on particular issues. In these listservs one can exchange ideas, ask for help on a professional problem, find out about conferences and new publications and participate in a community of like-minded individuals. There are several hundred listservs in Jewish areas alone, ranging from discussions on the nuts and bolts of making aliyah [immigrating to Israel] to dialogues among Jewish day school professionals. Needless to say, the ability to communicate quickly and economically with other people around the world about issues of common interest is a wonderful gift, particularly for those who live in areas isolated from other Jews. Subscribing to these discussion groups is simple and free. Typically, you send a message to:
listserv@[the site where the discussion group is based] Leave the subject line of your message blank. In the body of the message, type:
The word "subscribe" may be shortened to "sub." If Naomi Steinberger wanted to join the above-mentioned aliyah group, which is called tachlis, she would send a message to:
She would leave the subject line blank, and in the body of the message she would type:
subscribe tachlis Naomi Steinberger
Once one subscribes to a listserv, one receives all of the messages from the group in his/her mailbox. In an active group that can amount to twenty or thirty messages a day and can overwhelm one's mailbox, using up all of one's allotted stor-age space. To solve this problem, many listservs also appear in a format called newsgroups. Instead of having to deal with a huge amount of mail, one can simply call up the "news" and read the last week or two's worth of postings. This activity is analogous to the difference between getting the newspaper delivered to one's home and reading it in the library. If the paper comes to your house, even if you don't read it every day, you still have to deal with it by tying it up and putting it out for recycling. In contrast, reading the newspaper in the library requires no such maintenance by the patron.
At this writing there are over 12,000 newsgroups in a broad variety of areas, ranging from the scholarly to the frivolous. Typically, the initial letters of the newsgroup's name indicate its broad category. Rec groups are recreational, while soc groups focus on the concerns of various ethnic groups. Those labeled bit originate in the Bitnet community and tend to be either scholarly or professional in orientation. To improve upon the original telnet procedure, which required one to input an address and login, the University of Minnesota developed a piece of software called a gopher. The gopher system offers the user a friendly, menu-driven set of choices, thereby negating the need to remember specific telnet addresses and logins. 
Conclusion
A world of delight and abundant resources await the librarian who ventures onto the Internet. Its capabilities can draw together Jews from all over the world and help them learn from each other, as well as share ideas and learning. As Internet trainer Elinor Haber has said, "What the railroad was to the nineteenth century and the interstate highway system was to the twentieth century, the Internet will be to the twenty-first century." And as Alan Smith, another commentator, has noted, "Learning to navigate the Internet will be the driver's education of the twenty-first century."
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